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The S trucks are a very popular vehicle for engine swaps of all kinds. Since our specialty is with
these trucks, there are many variations offered to install a fuel injected Chevy small block
engine in any year truck. Below you will find a list of years and options that will make a bit of
difference in the harness, as well as some information you will need to help make better
decisions for your swap. Please be sure and read the extra information supplied in each year for
certain things that you may or may not be aware of. When disconnecting the stock vehicle
harness, all you will need to do is unplug it from any connections at the firewall, fenders, and
anywhere else that a connector may be. The new harness should simply plug back in to any
connectors, there should be no reason to remove or replace anything from the inside of the
vehicle in most cases. There are many variations between these years as far as the computers
and wiring goes, but nothing major. Certain things that matter are whether or not the truck was
a 4 cyl, 2. This will affect how the wiring must be done in order for the truck to function properly
after the engine swap. These year trucks can have the tachometer recalibrated for the V8 so
they will read properly. Of course, you can always use an aftermarket tachometer that is
calibrated for a V8 and avoid any of these extra pieces or hassles. The trucks that came with a
PCM mounted on the overflow bottle under the hood will require both the stock truck computer
and the ECM from the new engine if you are installing an LT1, but not always with the LS1
engine, if you intend to keep the ABS and Cruise Control. When complete, the stock truck
computer will control things like the cruise control, ABS, speedo, etc. The computer for the
engine will pretty much just run the engine and control the electric fans. If the computer is
mounted under the dash from the factory, than that computer can be completely replaced with
the LT1 or LS1 computer and all factory vehicle functions can still be maintained. The 4 cyl
trucks will require that a Low Pressure switch be added, the easiest way is to simply swap the 2.
In our custom harness there will be 2 extra relays mounted on the firewall next to the existing 4
that are there now. The extra 2 would be the fan relays. All 6 relays will be wired properly in the
new harness from Current Performance and simply go right back on to the firewall, the original
4 relays themselves actually stay on the firewall, just simply unplug the connector. The new
harness will come with connectors that plug back in to the relays left behind. The 2 additional
relays will have brackets to mount them next to the existing 4. A hole can be drilled and the
wires fed through in to the cab, and then the connector can be mounted somewhere inside.
Alternatively you can leave the DLC loose in the engine compartment, but anytime a scan tool is
plugged in, you will not have direct access from inside the passenger compartment. The trucks
can have the tachometer recalibrated for the V8 so they will read properly. Of course, you can
always use an aftermarket tachometer and avoid any of these extra pieces or hassles. The 6 cyl
trucks for will require both the stock truck computer and the ECM from the engine if you are
installing an LT1 engine. Sometimes depending on the truck and what options it has, an LS1
swap can run just the LS1 computer to do everything, and completely replace the original truck
computer. If you are installing a Vortec 5. The 4 cyl trucks of these years do not always require
that the stock truck computer be kept, although different situations may require that the stock
computer remain. This system is controlled by the stock truck computer and the wiring runs
through the engine harness, whereas most other years have a separate computer and harness
to control the ABS. This connector can simply be removed from the stock harness and plugged
in when the new harness arrives. The extra 2 are electric fan relays. A hole can be drilled and
the wires fed through in to the cab, and then the connector can be mounted somehwere inside.
In GM redesigned the interior of the S trucks, and made a new grille. To most people, this is
pretty much the extent of what they know. This box contains most of the relays and fuses for
the engine components. This makes wiring in a new engine a bit easier because at least most of
the power feeds and relay controls go to one central location. The trucks that came with a PCM
mounted on the overflow bottle under the hood will require both the stock truck computer and
the ECM from the engine IF you are installing an LT1 engine AND you intend to keep all of the
factory truck functions. Issues with swapping from a 2. A LT1 engine is recommended. Is all of
this required for us to build you a harness?? This single computer will control the engine, allow
the gauges including tachometer and ABS to work properly, control the electric fans, and
control all other functions of the truck just like factory. There will be 2 extra relays to be
mounted on the firewall next to the existing 1 that is there now to control the electric fans. The
dryer and Low Pressure switch can be bought at your local dealership parts counter. The LS1
tach signal is interpreted properly by the up S-truck gauges and the tachometer reads correctly.
I know this might be some tough reading, so please feel free to call or email if you have any
questions. Things YOU will need to know. This swap kit is for S 2-wheel drive pickup trucks
does not work with Blazer. It was designed around our GM LH8 oil pan. Unlike most LS swap
parts on the market this kit replaces the frame brackets in addition to the mounts so you'll have
clean mounting of your engine and not a mix of parts that are weak and don't work together

properly. The frame brackets bolts into existing holes in the frame and and locates the engine to
give you the most options for front accessories drives. Unlike others, our kit positions the
engine so there is no steering interference and maintains the proper drive-line angle for smooth
highway cruising. It provides clearance for the factory AC box, power brake booster, and
aftermarket suspension components. We offer a complete line of headers that give unparalleled
performance and ground clearance with sizes that are matched to your engine combo. These
combined parts offer an easy, strong, and clean installation of your LS engine. Includes motor
mounts, frame brackets, transmission crossmember, transmission mount, and hardware.
Manufactured from the highest grade American made steel. They're laser cut, precision bent,
powder coated and feature polyurethane bushings. Comes with a lifetime free replacement
warranty on the bushings. The oil pan our kit was designed around. Comes standard or
machined for the oil bypass valve for use with displacement on demand or variable valve
timing. Includes new full length windage tray, pickup tube, hardware, gasket, dipstick, and our
pickup tube girdle. Oil Pump Pickup Tube Girdle. Original GM oil pickup tubes are fastened to
the pump with only one bolt with a tear drop shaped mating flange on the tube. There is another
threaded bolt hole on the other side that is not used. Our Girdle is cnc machined aluminum and
goes over the original mating flange, wraps around the tube, and fastens using both bolt holes.
It comes with two longer bolt for install. These are not your average swap headers. These
headers offer many feature that are normally only on custom race headers. The long tube
headers feature bolt-on race inspired collectors for ease of installation and tuning of primary
length. The mid-lengths use a gasket-less ball and socket type collector for a leak free install.
They're ceramic coated inside and out to fight performance robbing underhood temperatures
then polished for a long lasting show quality finish. We offer several sizes of headers so you
can match them to your engine combination. Our stepped headers offer great high rpm
performance while retaining good low and mid-range power. They all include gaskets, bolts,
reducers, and O2 sensor bungs. This kit does not include headers. You can upgrade to headers
based on your power goals, or come back to order them when you are further along. In either
case, you cannot go wrong! All Body Panels Roll Pan. Recent Posts. Welcome to LSx
Everything! As our name implies, we are your one-stop shop for everything related to y â€¦. Mar
11th Leon Millette. My fellow C10 friend! I hope that you are doing well! Are you building a C10,
and are not sure i â€¦. Rating Required Select Rating 1 star worst 2 stars 3 stars average 4 stars
5 stars best. Email Required. Review Subject Required. Comments Required. Current Stock:.
Quantity: Decrease Quantity: Increase Quantity:. LH8 Oil Pan The oil pan our kit was designed
around. Oil Pump Pickup Tube Girdle Original GM oil pickup tubes are fastened to the pump
with only one bolt with a tear drop shaped mating flange on the tube. Choose Options. Quick
view. Hello LSx Guys! It was It was designed around our GM LH8 oil pan It's time to make it
yours!!! German engineering with excellent road performance let's face it, BMW definitely has
the Ultimate Driving Machine in the older Bimmers locked down when it comes to No more
having to piece together your kit to work in your vehicle. This kit includes motor mounts, frame
brackets, transmission crossmember, transmission mount, and hardware. Manufactured from
Add to Cart. Now you can drop in that LS of your choosing with very little fuss or headache!
Customers Also Viewed. Unlike most LS swap parts on the market this kit replaces the Build it
to suit. Includes swap kit and oil pan. Add everything else to make it yours! This is the turbo kit
you have been looking for! Tired of not being able to get your dually out of its own way? Now
you Unlike most LS swap parts on the market this kit replaces the frame brackets They're laser
cut, precision bent, For those of you working on custom applications we offer our engine
mounts separately. To ensure proper driveline angle we recommend getting the Mount and
Crossmember kit together for standard LS Ditch that puny stock radiator that was cooling your
2. Protect your investment and clean up your engine This swap kit is for S 4-wheel drive pickup
and Blazer. It was designed around our GM LH8 oil pan. Unlike most LS swap parts on the
market this kit replaces the frame brackets in addition to the mounts so you'll have clean
mounting of your engine and not a mix of parts that are weak and don't work together properly.
The frame brackets bolts into existing holes in the frame and and locates the engine to give you
the most options for front accessories drives. Unlike others, our kit positions the engine so
there is no steering interference and maintains the proper drive-line angle for smooth highway
cruising. It provides clearance for the factory AC box, power brake booster, and aftermarket
suspension components. We offer a complete line of headers that give unparalleled
performance and ground clearance with sizes that are matched to your engine combo. These
combined parts offer an easy, strong, and clean installation of your LS engine. Please note that
a 2" Body lift is required for installation. Includes motor mounts, frame brackets, transmission
crossmember, transmission mount, and hardware. Manufactured from the highest grade
American made steel. They're laser cut, precision bent, powder coated and feature polyurethane

bushings. Comes with a lifetime free replacement warranty on the bushings. The oil pan our kit
was designed around. Comes standard or machined for the oil bypass valve for use with
displacement on demand or variable valve timing. Includes new full length windage tray, pickup
tube, hardware, gasket, dipstick, and our pickup tube girdle. Oil Pump Pickup Tube Girdle.
Original GM oil pickup tubes are fastened to the pump with only one bolt with a tear drop
shaped mating flange on the tube. There is another threaded bolt hole on the other side that is
not used. Our Girdle is cnc machined aluminum and goes over the original mating flange, wraps
around the tube, and fastens using both bolt holes. It comes with two longer bolt for install.
These are not your average swap headers. These headers offer many feature that are normally
only on custom race headers. The long tube headers feature bolt-on race inspired collectors for
ease of installation and tuning of primary length. The mid-lengths use a gasket-less ball and
socket type collector for a leak free install. They're ceramic coated inside and out to fight
performance robbing underhood temperatures then polished for a long lasting show quality
finish. We offer several sizes of headers so you can match them to your engine combination.
Our stepped headers offer great high rpm performance while retaining good low and mid-range
power. They all include gaskets, bolts, reducers, and O2 sensor bungs. This kit does not include
headers. You can upgrade to headers based on your power goals, or come back to order them
when you are further along. In either case, you cannot go wrong! All Body Panels Roll Pan.
Recent Posts. Welcome to LSx Everything! As our name implies, we are your one-stop shop for
everything related to y â€¦. Mar 11th Leon Millette. My fellow C10 friend! I hope that you are
doing well! Are you building a C10, and are not sure i â€¦. Rating Required Select Rating 1 star
worst 2 stars 3 stars average 4 stars 5 stars best. Email Required. Review Subject Required.
Comments Required. Current Stock:. Quantity: Decrease Quantity: Increase Quantity:. LH8 Oil
Pan The oil pan our kit was designed around. Oil Pump Pickup Tube Girdle Original GM oil
pickup tubes are fastened to the pump with only one bolt with a tear drop shaped mating flange
on the tube. If you are using the two-piece rear driveshaft you will need to make a 1. Our LH8 Oil
Pan kit must be use
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d with this conversion kit. Choose Options. Quick view. Unlike most LS swap parts on the
market this kit replaces the frame brackets Transmission crossmember, transmission mount,
and hardware. They're laser cut, precision bent, powder coated and feature polyurethane Look
no further! Accompany your motor, our mounts, our headers and your weekend and get'er
done! Let's get it done today! Mid-length Headers. They're laser cut, precision bent, Customers
Also Viewed. It was designed around our GM LH8 oil pan Unlike most LS swap parts on the
market For those of you working on custom applications we offer our engine mounts
separately. To ensure proper driveline angle we recommend getting the Mount and
Crossmember kit together for standard LS Build it to suit. Includes swap kit and oil pan. Add
everything else to make it yours! OK, LSx friends! You are probably dreading going through that
old wiring harness and pulling out the various pins and wires and making everything work
together yourself

